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Factors involved in

HART M. NELSON

Participation and Winning
This study was an attempt to
identify some factors involved in the
participation and winning in the
Northeast I o w a
Science Fair. This
fair was annually
held at the State
College of Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Most of the schools
and students attending the fair
came from within
a 100 mile radius
of Cedar Falls. It
Hart Nelson
was the purpose of
the investigation to identify some reasons why some schools consistently
won and other schools consistently
lost at this science fair.
The study was important because
the factors involved in the participation and winnin g in such a science
fair are some of the same factors involved in the over-all pattern of the
realization of students' science potentials. The need for identifying these
factors lies primarily in the need for
increasing the quantity of our nation's
well-trained scientists.
It is felt by the writer that the
winning at regional science fairs is an
index related to individual science
potential and its realization at the
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high school science a t t he Roosevelt Roads Naval Station
school, Puerto R ico. He received his B.A. and M .A . from
the State College of Iowa and his B.D . from Princeton
Theolog ical Sem ina r y. He is a member of the Iowa
Academ y of Science, American Sociolog ical Association,
Phi Delta Kappa.

University of Massachusetts
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high school level. Students winning in
regional and national science fairs are
more likely to enter science careers
than students who do not win or who
do not participate. Daniels (3) found
that scientific or science-related occupations were pursued by over 75 per
cent of the exhibitors who competed
in the National Science Fairs during_
the years 1950 through 1955.
Three basic types of factors were
recognized as being involved. They
included those common to the individual student, those common to the
community , and those common to the
school. F actors common to the individual students included hobbies,
science preferences, and other interests. Factors common to the community included the presence or absence
of a library or youth center as well
as a dominant nationality descent
background. Factors common to the
school included the science facilities
and the qualifications of the science
teachers. It was recognized that some
factors would be related to all three
types or to several of the three types,
such as apathy within the community
toward education. These factor types,
it is felt by the writer, would be involved in both science fair participation and winning and science potential.
This study was an exploratory attempt to investigate these factors.
Brandwein (1) has written extensively concerning creative science students and the characteristics of the
student with science potentiality. Bull
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(2) studied 100 students with dominant science interests in 22 secondary
schools in Missouri in 1953 and 1954.
Daniels (3) studied the backgrounds
of the former National Science Fair
exhibitors. MacCurdy ( 4) investigated the backgrounds of the 1952 and
1953 Science Talent Search winners
and honorable mention winners. Roe
(5) studied 64 eminent scientists, examining the life history, family background, professional and recreational
interests, intelligence, achievements,
personality, and ways of thinking of
each scientist. Brandwein's studies
have come from his experience with
the Forest Hills High School, New
York, science program. The other researchers have studied the backgrounds of students with recognized
science potential; the students (or
scientists, in the case of Roe) have
come from many communities. This
writer felt a need for exploratory research into the factors at or related
to the community level involving the
realization of science potential.
Twelve Iowa Community schools
with an enrollment range of 300-2000
. participated in the study during the
1961-1962 academic year. Four of
these schools consistently won in the
Northeast Iowa Science Fair. Four
consistently lost in the same period
of 1951-1961. Four schools did not
participate in the fair. One school in
each group was chosen to match each
of the four enrollment ranges: 300700, 700-1100, 1100-1500, and 15002000.
Of the participators from the
schools consistently winning at the
fair , 26.4 per cent were winners (the
percentage of students who won any
reward and/ or honorable mention
among those participating in the
years 1955-1961). Of the participators
from the schools consistently losing
at the fair, only 3.0 per cent were
winners. The 23.4 per cent difference
was significant at the .05 level.
The schools of the third category
also were selected on the basis of
close geographical location to the site
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of the science fair. These four schools
were within a maximum radius of
seventy-five miles.
The study was limited to twelve
schools and communities. To the extent that the selected high schools
and communities were not typical
and that continual winning at the
science fair was not conducive to the
interest and realization of science potential, the study was limited.
Two types of questionnaires were
completed by the schools. The "Student Information Blank" was completed by 704 seniors ( out of 805),
with an 87.5 per cent response. The
"Teacher Information Blank" was
completed by 31 high school science
teachers (out of 32) , with a 96.9 per
cent response.
The "Student Information Blank"
included six major sets of questions.
These were (1) home and community
factors, (2) science interests, (3) education interests, ( 4) other interests,
(5) attitude toward science, and (6)
characteristics of influential science
teachers as reported by the students.
The " Teacher Information Blank''
included seven major sets of questions. These were (1) education background, (2) interests, (3) science activities, ( 4) teaching subjects, (5) the
school services, (6) community factors and facilities, and (7) science fair
participation by teacher and school.
As compared with students from
schools consistently losing at the fair,
students from schools consistently
winning were more characterized
(the minimum
significant
level
of .05 was found for the percentage
differences) as: not Scandinavian in
descent, had taken physical science
and did not report their most influential science teacher as fun to be with
( this last characteristic was found to
be significant only for the percentage
difference concerning the students
from winning schools and students
from schools not participating). The
writer would interpret the characteristic of not being Scandinavian in
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descent to mean that a significant
characteristic of the category II
schools (those consistently losing)
was a nationality descent background
(Scandinavian in this case). The presence of any dominant nationalitv
descent background probably would
h8:ve 8: n~gative effect upon science
fair wmnmg (and upon the realization of science potential), perhaps because the student from such a community is apt not to be as related to
the larger, technological society as
the student from a community with
no predominant nationality background.
. Students who reported a "B" or
better grade average from the wini:iing schools reported a greater difference between the education levels
of their parents than did the students
with the same grade level from the
losing schools. Perhaps this disparity
served as a motivational factor for the
studei:it, with either or both parents
stressmg the need for education. This
difference between the education
levels was significant at the .05 level.
In comparison to teachers from the
losing schools, teachers from the winning schools were more characterized
(again, the minimum significant level
of .05 was found for these characteri~tics) as hav:ing belonged to professio1:al education groups, having subscribed to periodicals, and having pref~rred physics and/ or astronomy over
b10log)'.'. Memberships in. professional
e?ucati?n groups indicated a profess10nal . u~terest in sdience teaching.
Subscnbmg to various periodicals
.(no.t only science journals) perhaps
i~dicated a general, wide interest in
life and in the events of the world.
T~e prE:fer~nce for the physical
sciences mdicated a definite interest
in science.
These teachers of the winning
schools were more likely to have attended summer school, to have graduated from a ~eachers college, and
not. to have maJored in physical education. But the percentage differences
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here were not found to be significant
(.05 level).
A specific implication which the
:esults of th~s study have suggested
is that the science teacher is, perhaps,
the most important single factor in
the realization of science potential on
the part of the student. The science
~eacher ideally has a specific interest
m science (with mathematical or
theoretical emphasis), is professionally involved in education, and has a
general interest in the larger society
(such as world events).
The scho~l system and community
:nost conducive to developing science
mterest and ability on the part of the
student is one which is oriented to the
larger. soci.e tal system (as compared
to nationality descent interests). With
such an orientation the value of tech-·
nology is realized.

It is recommended that further research be co1:1pleted concerning the
f~ctors affectm g both the participation and winning in science fairs and
the factors affecting the realization
of science potential in general. Research concerning the community
factors, in specific, is greatly needed.
The specific areas of contribution and
importance of the science teachers in
the formation of science potential and
its ~ealization among students must
receive further investigation.
. *This article is based upon an unpubllshed master 's degree thesis, "Some Factors Involved in the Participation and Winning in the Northeast Iowa Science Fair''
(State College of Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa,
August, 1963 ).
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If we print jokes-

people say we are silly.
If we don't-

they say we are too serious.
If we don't print contributions-

we don't appreciate genius.
If we do print them-

the journal is full of junk.
If we edit the other fellow's stuff-

we are too critical.
If we don't-

we're asleep.
If we print some slang-

we are showing bad taste.
If we use technical material-

we are too highfalutin.
If we clip things from other

journalswe are too lazy to write them
ourselves.
Now, like as not, some will say we
copied this from someone else.

Science Teachers' Calendar
Mr. Paul Tweeten, Science Consultant
for the Iowa State Department of Public
Instruction , provided the science teaching
community with a most useful calendar
for 1965-66 science education in Iowa. All
science teachers should have this calendar
in a prominent spot on their bulletin
boards. Thanks, Mr. Tweeten, for pre•
paring such a worthwhile and usable
listing!

WE DID!

